
Lionheart chess tournament 
14.-15.7.2018

Basic Information: 
Playing venue: Hotel Scandic Tampere Koskipuisto, Koskikatu 5, Tampere, Finland
Time control: 90 minutes + 30 seconds per move,  4 rounds
The tournament is for brave players, who trust themselves and are ready for high pressure fighting games.
The bravest 16 players play in the Brave Lions group and the other 16 players in Lions group. Players can choose 
their group according their bravery. In the groups, there can be max 16 players. If more players are willing to play, 
the higher ranked player will have priority in accessing the tournament. Still, one can have a place in the 
tournament for certain by registering early. Early registration should be done by 31.5.2018 to the contact person.

Timetable:
Registration: Saturday 14.7. 9.00-10.30 
Saturday 14.7.: 1st round 11.00, 2nd round 16.00
Sunday 15.7.: 3rd round 10.00 and 4th round 15.00. 
Prizegiving: as soon as possible after the last game has finished. 

Entry Fees: 

Brave Lions/Brave Lioness: 
I prize: €1200
II prize: €800
III prize: €400

For more information:
Contact person: Mika Karttunen, karttusmika@gmail.com, 
phone +358 44 555 6424

Accommodation: 

The playing venue is right in the centre of Tampere. There will 
be four rounds and the games will count for Finnish national 
and elo rating purposes. 

There is a good option to have two good tournaments in Finland 
with one visit. A traditional classical open chess tournament 
(Heart of Finland 16.-20.7.) will be held straight after the
Lionheart Chess Tournament. It is easy to get from Tampere to 
Jyväskylä (only 150 kilometres). For more information about 
Heart of Finland tournament: Markku Raitanen, jysturn@gmail.
com, phone +3584 1483 4001

Prizes: 

Brave Lions/Brave Lioness: €200
Lions/Lioness: €100
Cowards: no entry

Lions/Lioness: 
I prize: €600
II prize: €400
III prize: €200

Hotel Scandic Tampere, Koskikatu 5. You will receive a discount 
on hotel accommodation, if you book accommodation by click-
ing the link, you will have from contact person.

Additional information:

Organized by
*if there are not 16 players in the 
group, the total prize fund is 75% of 
the entry fees of the group.


